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Abstract

In this article, I study role enactment and status relationships in university design studio
classrooms. I analyze conversations that take place during discussions of student creative
work, and I interpret them in the context of previous studies of learning, classroom discourse,
and creativity. I found that professors and students jointly establish and maintain a complex
and hybrid participation structure in which they enact dialogic status: they simultaneously
perform both an authority relationship and a peer relationship. I analyzed the interactional
mechanisms that dialogically perform these two status relationships, drawing on prior stud-
ies of role and status in conversation. I show that the dialogic blend of authority and peer rela-
tionships continuously and frequently varies throughout reviews of student work. Drawing on
past studies of creativity in education, I argue that the joint enactment of dialogic status is an
effective pedagogy for teaching and learning for creativity.
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A substantial body of research suggests

that student creativity is fostered by

classroom conversations that are collabo-

rative, with both instructor and students

jointly participating in the creative con-

struction of knowledge. Learning sciences

research has found that this participatory

pedagogy is effective at guiding students

to learn adaptive expertise and to develop

the ability to creatively transfer what

they learn to new situations (e.g., Brans-

ford and Schwartz 1999; Sawyer 2014).

In participatory pedagogy, teacher and

students co-construct a peer participation

structure (Forman et al. 2017; Tabak and
Baumgartner 2004) in which they jointly

participate in classroom interactions as

peers. A participation structure includes

‘‘the configurations of interactional roles,

rights, and responsibilities’’ (Tabak and

Baumgartner 2004:399) and ‘‘the routines

that develop over time in cultural con-

texts that guide turns at speaking and

acting in a particular setting’’ (Forman

et al. 2017:34). In participatory pedagogy,
students take on responsibilities that are
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typically associated with the teacher,

including creating information, evaluat-

ing knowledge, and monitoring the flow

of the classroom (Herrenkohl and Guerra

1998:439; Tabak and Baumgartner

2004:399). Students are legitimated
speakers, jointly responsible for the suc-

cessful performance of the encounter.

Research has demonstrated that partici-

patory pedagogies are more effective

than traditional classroom instruction—

often called instructionism—which is

characterized by an authority participa-

tion structure where teachers perform an
authority role with sole access to knowl-

edge that they deliver to passive students

(e.g., Bransford, Brown, and Cocking

2000).

Many educators aspire to participatory

pedagogy and often refer to it by saying

that teachers should be ‘‘the guide on

the side, not the sage on the stage.’’ But

although student active knowledge con-

struction requires them to be granted

agency, research suggests that the peda-

gogical effectiveness of the interactional

flow of participatory pedagogy is

enhanced by scaffolds that structure the

joint participatory activity (Tabak and

Baumgartner 2004). As the guide on the

side, the teacher retains primary respon-

sibility for the success of the learning

encounter. Studies of apprenticeship

learning environments, for example,

have found that learners jointly partici-
pate in the ongoing maintenance and

eventual success of the encounter (Lave

and Wenger 1991; Rogoff 1990). Yet the

more experienced member of the

group—whether master, coach, supervi-

sor, or teacher—takes on more responsi-

bility than the apprentices for managing

the successful execution of the joint activ-
ity. The teacher retains a higher status

role, providing guidance and modeling

even while students participate as agents.

This tension results in a challenge facing

participatory pedagogy: it is difficult for

a teacher to defer the authority role and

to engage students in collaborative dis-

course as peers while at the same time

retaining the authority to provide and

maintain these guiding structures. In

spite of the consensus among researchers
and teachers in favor of participatory ped-

agogy, it has proven to be difficult to

implement (Sawyer 2019; Tabak and

Baumgartner 2004:421). In this article, I

demonstrate that this difficulty is, in

part, a result of the interactional chal-

lenge of negotiating two status relation-

ships that are continually in tension.
My research question is: How can the

teacher and students jointly enact status

relationships that enlist the students in

participatory pedagogy while at the

same time granting the teacher sufficient

authority to guide the improvisational

flow of the class? Negotiating this balance

is essential for students to attain creative

learning outcomes (Sawyer 2019). To

address this question, I chose to study

studio classes in professional schools of

art and design, where creativity is an

important learning outcome (Sawyer

2018b). A recent literature review of

empirical studies of studio pedagogy

(Sawyer 2017) found that it is a participa-

tory pedagogy. It is constructivist, active,

hands on, and participatory (James 1996;

Lo and Howard 2009). Instructors create

an open-ended classroom environment

where students and instructor enact

a peer relationship rather than an author-

ity relationship (Dannels 2005; Salazar

2013).

In this article, I focus on the interac-

tional mechanisms used in studio class-

room discourse and how they enact roles

and status relations associated with par-

ticipatory pedagogy. I analyze transcript

data of classroom interactions where

professor and students continuously

negotiate the tension between an author-

ity participation structure and a peer par-

ticipation structure. This analysis reveals
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the frequent use of interactional mecha-

nisms that prior research has associated

with each of these two status relation-

ships. I show that both peer and authority

interactional mechanisms are enacted in

successive dialogue turns and, in many

cases, in a single turn or utterance.

When participants combine these mecha-

nisms in the same stretch of talk, both

the authority and the peer participation

structures are overlaid and simulta-

neously enacted, and the demonstrated

orientations of participants—visible

through their coordinated use of interac-

tional mechanisms—shift continuously

and subtly. I call this hybrid participation

structure a dialogic frame, using a term

associated with Bakhtin (1981): speech

is ‘‘dialogic’’ when it combines two social

voices in a single utterance. I demon-

strate that many studio classrooms are

characterized by dialogic status—where
the enacted relationship between profes-

sor and students combines elements of

both authority and peer relationships.

In the discussion section, I build on

these findings to suggest that the joint

performance of dialogic status is neces-

sary to successfully enact participatory

pedagogy not only in design education

but in all subjects. I argue that the diffi-

culty of enacting dialogic status partially

accounts for the challenge of successfully

implementing participatory and construc-

tivist pedagogy. I also argue that dialogic

status talk in studio classes is consistent

with, and extends, past studies of creative

education. In the conclusion, I suggest

how this analysis of dialogic status in stu-

dio classrooms might contribute to our

understanding of teaching and learning

for creativity in all subjects.

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

I use a sociocultural theoretical framework

that views social interaction as a jointly

constructed and collective activity. This

theory is often used to explain pedagogical

encounters in which the instructor does

not enact a traditional higher-status

teacher role. In sociocultural theory, learn-

ing is explained as a transformation in

patterns of participation in a community

of practice, as in Lave and Wenger’s ‘‘social

practice theory of learning’’ (1991:35) and

Rogoff’s ‘‘apprenticeship in thinking’’ (Rog-

off 1990).

I take an epistemological stance that if

structural position and status are rele-

vant to participants, they will visibly ori-

ent toward the status relationship in

interaction (Schegloff 1992). Status

relationships and participant roles are

jointly constructed by the situated social

actions of participants (Macbeth 1991;

Psathas 1995; Stevanovic and Perakyla

2012:297–98). To be sure, in schools as

organizations, the teacher formally occu-

pies a higher-status structural role as an

authority. Yet these structural roles and

relationships must be enacted by partici-

pants to have relevance to the pedagogical

encounter (Goodwin and Duranti 1992). A

professor cannot enact an authority role

alone; authority and status become inter-

actionally meaningful only when the stu-

dents orient toward the professor as

authority and themselves enact a lower-

status role (Markee 2015).

LITERATURE REVIEW

This study is situated within two bodies of

relevant empirical research: teaching and

learning for creativity and role and status

performance in discourse.

Teaching and Learning for Creativity

Research on creative teaching suggests

several teacher behaviors that are associ-

ated with creative learning (e.g., Craft

2005; Sawyer 2012:399–400). For exam-

ple, when a teacher communicates an

openness to unusual ideas, it encourages
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students to develop a broader variety of

potential solutions, including some that

may seem strange or even ridiculous

when first proposed. Development of

a greater variety of solutions—referred

to as flexibility (Sawyer 2012:46–49)—is

associated with more effective idea gener-

ation. Second, teachers can enhance crea-

tivity by encouraging students to ask new

questions and redefine problems, an

aspect of the creative process known as

problem finding (Sawyer 2012:90–93).
Third, research shows that the creative

process can be enhanced when sensible

risks are taken and when failure is

acknowledged as a necessary moment in

a successful creative process. As such,

teachers can foster creativity by avoiding

negative appraisals of student productive

failures (Kapur 2008).
These teacher behaviors foster student

agency and as such are consistent with

participatory pedagogy. These parallels

suggest that a peer participation struc-

ture would more effectively lead to crea-

tive learning outcomes than an authority

participation structure. This study

extends this research by examining the

interactional patterns found in design

studio classrooms, where creativity is an

important learning outcome.

Role and Status Performance

in Discourse

Studies of K–12 classroom discourse have

found that instructionist classrooms

almost exclusively evidence an authority

participation structure. Teachers enact

an authority role through using higher-

status interactional mechanisms, and

students orient toward the teacher as

having superior status. Inversely, when

students talk, they are more likely to

enact interactional mechanisms associ-

ated with low status and deference (e.g.,

Cazden 2001). In contrast, in classrooms

that evince a peer participation structure,

the teacher uses fewer of the high-status

interactional mechanisms—enacting a

reduced authority role (Cazden 2001; Lo

and Howard 2009).

Many close studies of naturally occur-

ring talk have documented the interac-

tional mechanisms associated with differ-

ent status roles in interaction. This

research has found that status and polite-

ness are enacted through a repertoire of

interactional mechanisms (see the over-

views in Brown and Levinson 1978;

House and Kasper 1980; Jablin 1979;

Lakoff 1975; Leaper and Robnett 2011;

Macbeth 1991; Stevanovic and Perakyla

2012). Interactional mechanisms associ-

ated with higher status include speaking

with higher volume, speaking faster, or

accenting specific words for communica-

tive emphasis (Lamb 1981; Parker et al.

2018; Ridgeway and Berger 1986). Con-

versely, lower-status participants have

been found to end their turns at talk

with a rising pitch and to use more hedg-

ing (Bradac, Mulac, and Thompson 1995).

Hedging includes interactional mecha-

nisms such as ‘‘I guess’’ and ‘‘maybe,’’

which signal that the speaker is not defin-
itively committed to the preceding or fol-

lowing statement. Hedging has been

found to downplay the authority of the

speaker (House and Kasper 1980; Oak

2012). These mechanisms also have been

studied in classroom dialogue (e.g., Caz-

den 2001; Lo and Howard 2009).

A prominent indicator of a joint orien-

tation toward status relations is demon-

strated floor rights, defined as the right

to speak or ‘‘to hold the floor’’ (Cazden

2001; Goffman 1981). In traditional class-

rooms, teachers have floor rights: they

can speak at any time; they can interrupt

students; they select who speaks next;
and students do not self-select (McHoul

1978; Maroni 2011). Floor rights are

indicated by length of turn, number of

turns, speaker pauses, and self-selections.

Higher-status participants take longer
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turns and speak more overall; this is often

‘‘an indicator of dominance’’ (Lamb

1981:50). In contrast, in peer encounters,

hearers are more likely to self-select when

the current speaker leaves a short pause

in speech—as short as a fraction of a
second—known as a transition-relevant

place (TRP; Cazden 2001:83; Forman

et al. 2017). When hearers don’t self-

select during a speaker’s TRP, it often sig-

nals deference to that speaker (Edelsky

1981; Parker et al. 2018:18–20).

Related studies of asymmetrical status

have found that lower-status individuals

are more likely to backchannel aff-

irmation and understanding (Lerner

1999:250; Schegloff 2007:6–7; Stivers

2006). Backchanneling is defined as brief

words being spoken by the recipient,

such as ‘‘sure,’’ ‘‘mmm-hmm,’’ or ‘‘okay,’’

that do not take the floor from the

higher-status speaker (Duncan and Fiske
1977; Goffman 1981; Yngve 1970). Lower-

status individuals are more likely to use

backchanneling (Bardovi-Harlig and

Hartford 1993; Waring 2002).

There have been a few recent studies of

the classroom discourse patterns associ-

ated with authority and peer participa-

tion structures in high school biology

(Forman et al. 2017; Tabak and Baum-

gartner 2004) and mathematics (Wagner

and Herbel-Eisenmann 2014). These

studies have focused on teacher talk and

have found that when teachers enact an

authority role, they use first-person con-

structions, imperatives, closed questions,

and modal verbs suggesting necessity

(e.g., ‘‘have to’’ and ‘‘need to’’). In contrast,

when teachers invite students to engage

with them as peers, they use third-person

constructions, open questions, and con-

structions that suggest alternative

choices (e.g., ‘‘if you want to,’’ or ‘‘you

might’’; Wagner and Herbel-Eisenmann

2014). Teachers talk more—both total

time and number of turns (Forman et al.

2017)—and teachers are more likely to

initiate pair-part exchanges, such as ask-

ing a question that a student is then

expected to answer (Tabak and Baum-

gartner 2004).

My study has the potential to extend

these previous findings by analyzing the

interactional mechanisms of status and

politeness that are associated with these

two participation structures. A close focus

on these interactional mechanisms has

the potential to reveal how teacher and

students jointly perform status relation-

ships, thus complementing prior studies

of teacher talk. In addition, this study

has the potential to extend prior findings

by analyzing talk that demonstrates dia-

logic status—stretches of talk when these

two participation structures are combined

in a hybrid, dialogic frame.

METHODOLOGY

The six class sessions analyzed here (see

Table 1) were observed and recorded as

part of a larger study that included eth-

nographies at two U.S. colleges of art

and design (Sawyer 2018b). I used an

interaction analysis methodology (Jacoby

and Ochs 1995; Jordan and Henderson

1995) to gather, transcribe, and analyze

video recordings of naturally occurring

studio dialogue. This methodology was

inductive in that I allowed concepts and

theoretical categories to emerge from the

data rather than deductively exploring

the applicability of pre-existing categories

and theoretical frameworks to this data. I

focused on how the external structural

relations of participants are realized

through situated activities where conver-

sation serves ‘‘as loci and media for the

interactional engendering of these struc-

tures’’ (Jacoby and Ochs 1995:175).

Each of these six class sessions used

a pedagogical format called a pinup cri-

tique, or ‘‘pinup’’ for short. In the pinup,

a student—called here the presenter—

brings his or her work-in-progress to class
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and pins it up on the studio wall. The pre-

senter and the professor discuss the stu-

dent’s work while sitting or standing

near the work. The other students sit in

chairs that are positioned close by, and
they focus intently on the interaction

between the presenter and the professor

and often participate in the dialogue.

Each student’s pinup critique takes

approximately 20 to 30 minutes, and

several students are reviewed during

a single 2 ½-hour class session. The cri-

tique begins with the presenter’s provid-

ing a 1- or 2-minute description of the

work—what process led to this point and

what issues remain to be resolved as the

creative process continues. After this brief

introduction, in the rest of the pinup, the

professor and presenter discuss how to

identify and understand issues with this

interim work and how to think about pos-

sible ways to move forward to resolve

these creative challenges.

Transcription and Analysis

My sociocultural theoretical framework

holds that roles and status are performed

in interaction. If status relations play

a role in pedagogy, they will be demon-

strably relevant to the participants in

stretches of talk (Schegloff 1992). Interac-
tion analysis is designed to empirically

explore ‘‘how people make sense of each

others’ actions as meaningful, orderly,

and projectable’’ (Jordan and Henderson

1995:41). Interaction is considered to be

‘‘the collective achievement of partici-

pants’’ (41), and interaction analysts study

‘‘the ways in which participants make this

orderliness and projectability apparent to

each other’’ (42). I chose this methodology
to explore the microinteractional mecha-

nisms whereby classroom status relation-

ships are enacted and negotiated.

I transcribed the six videos using

Transana software. In the first pass, I

used a straightforward text-only style.

In the second pass, I studied the tran-

scripts along with the corresponding

video to identify stretches of talk where

status relationships were visibly oriented

in conversational mechanisms. From

these excerpts, I chose examples for this

article that demonstrate the interactional

mechanisms that are associated with sta-

tus relationships. These examples were

transcribed using the Jeffersonian con-

ventions associated with conversation

analysis (Jefferson 1984; see Appendix A).

FINDINGS

I found that professors and students

jointly enacted a social space where

authority and peer relationships were

blended and status relationships were

dialogic. In these six class sessions, dia-

logic status was continuously negotiated,

modified, and reproduced through joint

social action. At any given moment in

the interaction, the enactment of status

relationships between professor and stu-

dents ranged along a cline from an

Table 1. Classrooms Observed.

Professor Discipline Duration

ED Interior design 1:00:46
JD Product design 2:22:44
JV Architecture 1:38:31
RA Graphic design 55:13
HC Communication design 32:02
DD Illustration 21:20
Total 6 hours, 50 minutes
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authority participation structure to a peer

participation structure. I rarely observed

a pure authority or a pure peer participa-

tion structure. Instead, I saw them jointly

enacted in a dialogic frame: professor and

students performed the interactional
mechanisms associated with both author-

ity and peer relationships in the same

talk.

The interactions analyzed in the fol-

lowing sections demonstrate how talk

between professor and students enacts

dialogic status by combining the interac-

tional mechanisms associated with both
authority and peer status relationships.

These transcripts show that the nature

of the dialogic frame subtly and fre-

quently changed, with the status differen-

tial between professor and students

always in flux. The analysis of these tran-

scripts focuses on the interactional work

that positions each interactional moment
on a cline from authority to peer partici-

pation structure.

STATUS-DEFERRING MECHANISMS

USED BY PROFESSORS

In schools as institutions, professors

occupy a higher-status structural position.

These design school students—just as all

college students—have had many years

of experience enacting asymmetrical status

relationships in primary and secondary

school, and their default behavior in class-

rooms is to occupy the lower-status role

associated with instructionist pedagogy.

The introduction of participatory pedagogy

requires professors to do interactional work

to shift the classroom performance toward

a more symmetrical status relationship.

In part to counter their structural sta-

tus role, I found that professors did substan-

tial interactional work to defer authority,

using many of the lower-status interactional

mechanisms described earlier. In Example

1, from an architecture class, the professor

JV uses a substantial number of lower-

status interactional mechanisms.

1 JV: And, uh, I think that that’s a very ex-,
2 potentially a very exciting direction (4)
3 S: (unintelligible)
4 JV: you know, and then you, you figure out
5 what’s the viability and test it and,
6 according to program and, um, perceptual
7 views,
8 JV: ((gestures around aerial map portion of wall
9 Display))

10 where you (.) are coming from in various
11 parts of the city.
12 Uh, this, very much, I’m glad to see this
13 perspective here as well.
14 But you know, here, you, you’ve got very,
15 very tentative, I think, moves (1)
16 to showing something

(continued)

Example 1: Professor status deference.

Architecture professor JV and presenter S are standing and facing the presenter’s

sketch pinned on the wall. The rest of the class is sitting in chairs, facing JV and the pre-

senter, silently observing their conversation.
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JV is reviewing S’s work in progress and

is offering advice for how to proceed. This is

not a final evaluation for an assignment

grade; rather, it represents formative assess-

ment (Blair 2004) that is intended to guide

the student’s ongoing construction of knowl-

edge. Assessment is associated with author-

ity role performance, yet even while evaluat-
ing the presenter’s work, JV uses many

interactional mechanisms associated with a -

lower-status interactional role:

� ‘‘Uh’’ and ‘‘um’’—lines 1, 6, 12, 17,
19, 26

� Restarts—lines 4, 14, 20 (e.g., ‘‘and
then you, you’’)

� Self-corrections—lines 1–2, 5–6, 20
(e.g., ‘‘there is, I’m, I’m curious
about why’’)

Hence Example 1 is a dialogic frame,

displaying a complex blend of authority

and peer interactional mechanisms. In

spite of the professor’s status deference

moves, the student orients toward the

professor as higher status, as demon-

strated by the use of interactional mecha-

nisms that project a higher status onto

the professor:

� The student gives the floor to the
professor: he does not treat one-
second pauses as TRPs and does
not self-select—lines 15, 19, 22

� The student backchannels affirma-
tion that the message has been
received—lines 18, 25

A second example of a dialogic frame

appears in Example 2. In this example,

the professor uses status-deferring inter-

actional mechanisms, as in Example 1,

but also uses more mechanisms associ-

ated with an authority role.

(Continued)

17 which is unique or um=
18 S: =Uh-huh
19 JV: a little out of symmetry. And um (1)
20 there is, I’m, I’m curious about why, why
21 the- the carefulness or the tentativeness.
22 And you might have good reasons" (1)
23 to speak to that, you know, to be able to do
24 [kind of a]
25 S: [Uh-huh]
26 JV: Mm-hm. And um, yeah.

1 RA: What happens if you go over to the, ‘‘I
2 think, therefore I am,’’ (3)
3 And:: maybe there’s more of an obscure
4 relationship?

(continued)

Example 2. Professor status deference mechanisms.

Professor RA, graphic design class. The presenter is seated at a table. His sketch is on

a piece of 8 ½ x 14–inch paper. RA is standing at his left, leaning over the table, pointing

at various elements of the sketch. Head position and eye gaze of both are at the sketch,

with RA occasionally shifting gaze briefly to S.
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RA’s status deference mechanisms in

Example 2 include the following:

� Turn-final pitch rise—lines 4, 8, 10,
14

� ‘‘Uh’’ and ‘‘um’’—lines 9, 11
� Hedges—lines 3, 12 (‘‘maybe,’’ ‘‘kind

of’’)
� Restarts—lines 5, 9, 12 (‘‘so that-

that’’)

As in Example 1, we see interactional

mechanisms associated with an authority

participation structure:

� Professor has floor rights. Student
does not self-select at TRPs (e.g.,
the two- and three-second pauses
at lines 2, 9, and 10)

� Faster speech—lines 7–8

Examples 1 and 2 both demonstrate

dialogic status, and when compared,

demonstrate the variable nature of this

dialogism, with Example 2 representing

a slightly more asymmetrical status

relationship.

LOW-STATUS MECHANISMS USED BY

STUDENTS

In Examples 1 and 2, the professor double

voices (Bakhtin 1981), speaking as both

authority and peer in the same stretch

of talk. Even when the professor uses

interactional mechanisms that defer

authority, the students often continue to
use mechanisms associated with lower

status, suggesting a resistance to the pro-

fessor’s projection of a more equal rela-

tionship. In the talk excerpted in Exam-

ples 3, 4, and 5—from different students

and in different classes—the presenters

describe their decisions and the process

that led to the work on display.

(Continued)

5 So that- that you can really have those
6 things go
7 .back and forth and back and forth and back
8 and forth?\
9 To:: (2) add to the, (1) um, (3) the uh,

10 interactivity? (2)
11 uh, but at the same time, you know,
12 uh \kind of add. to the, the meaning, or (1)
13 the experienced meaning, rather than the
14 visual representation of the meaning?

1 S: The, um, when it was like, I mean like
2 looking at acoustic studies, and they, they
3 show like how the sound is projected, and
4 how it bounces back. But like, I, without
5 having a, a solid design for the interior
6 how would I even- (1) decide

Example 3: Student low-status interactional mechanisms. Professor JV, archi-
tecture class.
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Example 4: Student low-status interactional mechanisms. Professor HC, commu-
nication design class.

Example 5. Student low-status interactional mechanisms. Professor JD, product
design class.

Example 5 is taken from the beginning of the student’s pinup, when the presenter is

explicitly given the floor to describe her work in progress.

In each of these three excerpts, the pre-

senting student holds the floor. Because

the presenters are the creators of the

works, each presumably has privileged

epistemic access (Heritage 2012) to the

work vis-à-vis the other participants,

including the professor. When speakers

have more knowledge of the current refer-

ent than others, they have been demon-

strated to speak in ways associated with

higher status, for example, using more
declarative syntax (Heritage 2012). Yet

1 S: Um:: and the text- like after I- I got rid
2 of like everything else, I just feel like
3 the, the text is (.) kind of (1) I don’t
4 know.

1 S: Yeah"
2 On the weekends. (1)
3 sWhen you have time.s

4 So, um, I mean I’ll get rid of all these things,
5 and I would have this area kind of to have
6 (calendar) or something,
7 because it’s a function of- that you would look at
8 every day anyways.
9 So um, .what I was thinking of is,\ um (.)

10 what kind of packaging could go inside. (1)
11 So I found these tubes, and::
12 hhh I think if I kind of (.)
13 figure out that it- would be convenient, (.)
14 because it fits in really well. (1)
15 Like if I had to find, so (1)
16 they would fit in really nicely, and you could
17 just grab one and go and,
18 I mean like,
19 .you could even put it in your bag and stuff.\
20 .Because I have lids for them,\ so that (2)
21 ((drops the lid, bends down to pick it up;
22 classmate picks it up and gives it to her; she
23 takes it))
24 s thank you. s

25 And::, um, what:: else:: hhh as I discussed hhh
26 was how like once you eat hhh so many nuts in one
27 day,
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in these excerpts, the presenters use low-

status interactional mechanisms, which

are associated with low epistemic status,

including the following:

� ‘‘Um’’ and ‘‘uh’’
� Restarts
� Self-correction
� Hedges
� Utterance-final rise in pitch

In Example 5, the presenter uses many

of the same lower-status mechanisms as

the students in Examples 3 and 4. But

the participation structure being jointly

performed in Example 5 is less asymmet-

rical. For example, although professor JD

does not speak in Example 5, he orients

toward S as having floor rights, by not

interrupting or self-selecting, even

though S provides many TRPs in her

talk (e.g., lines 10 and 14). This projects

a status relationship where the presenter

is an authority regarding his or her own

work. The student in Example 5 enacts

fewer lower-status mechanisms than do

the students in Examples 3 and 4. The

student also incorporates high-status

mechanisms, consistent with the present-

er’s position of authority as the creator of

the work, including sped-up speech (lines

9, 19, 20) and syllable emphasis (line 10).

NEGOTIATING THE DIALOGIC FRAME:

FLOOR RIGHTS AND

BACKCHANNELING

In instructionist classrooms, teachers

have speaking rights: they can ‘‘speak at

any time and to any person; they can fill
any silence or interrupt any speaker; they

can speak to a student anywhere in the

room and in any volume or tone of voice.

No one has the right to object’’ (Cazden

2001:82; also see McHoul 1978). This is con-

sistent with the research reviewed earlier,

which has found that in many social con-

texts, higher-status participants have
greater floor rights, including the right to

select the next speaker (e.g., Edelsky 1981).

In studio conversation, I observed

stretches of talk that seem similar to

instructionist classroom discourse, in

that the professor and students use inter-

actional mechanisms associated with pro-

fessor speaking rights. For example, pre-

senters often backchannel at TRPs in

professor talk rather than self-selecting

in a bid to take the floor, as demonstrated

in Example 6.

1 HC: .Everything is on this side.\
2 It’s not because the scale shifts. It’s because(.)
3 ((quick glance at S and then back to poster))
4 this is sitting on this side of an axis that
5 ((quick head turn to S and back))
6 you’ve clearly established.
7 ((head turn to poster))
8 S: Mm-hm.

(continued)

Example 6. Student backchanneling during the professor’s talk. Professor HC,
communication design class.

HC is standing at the wall, immediately next to two posters designed by S, and point-

ing at various visual elements throughout her talk. HC’s head position and eye gaze

alternate between the wall and the student. S is leaning on a table that is 8 feet from

the wall.
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In Example 6, HC uses many higher-

status mechanisms, including empha-

sized words (line 12) and rapid speech

(lines 1, 16–17), and none of the status-

deferring mechanisms used by JV in

Example 1, or by RA in Example 2. S par-

ticipates in the co-construction of an

authority participation structure by back-

channeling affirmation at lines 8, 11, and

20. When recipients backchannel at

a TRP rather than take the floor, it indi-

cates agreement with the prior talk and

also that the recipient is deferring the

floor for the previous speaker to continue

(Goffman 1981:13; Koole 2010; Lerner

1999:237, 250; Schegloff 2007:6–7; Stivers

2006). Student backchanneling signals

that the professor is speaking clearly

enough to be understood. In an analysis

of graduate seminars, Waring (2002) sug-

gested that a student demonstration of lack

of understanding might be perceived as

implying the professor was not speaking

clearly enough, and as such, an implicit cri-

tique of the professor’s ability to communi-

cate. Such a critique would be inappropri-

ate for a low-status participant.

In Example 7, the professor holds the

floor and does most of the talking, as in

Example 6. But Example 7 represents

a more symmetrical dialogic status rela-

tionship. Compared to HC’s talk in Exam-

ple 6, the professor in Example 7 uses

more status-deferring mechanisms while

also incorporating mechanisms associated

with an authority role.

(Continued)

9 HC: So (.) on this one (2)
10 there are whole passages that jump back and forth.
11 S: Right.
12 HC: which is fine, (2) but I wonder about,
13 ((head and gaze to S))
14 giving us a little hierarchical moment
15 ((head to poster))
16 .even within your system whether there’s a scale
17 shift or not.\
18 So, this seems like a a really nice line to do
19 that with.
20 S: Okay.

1 JD: But then you know, okay.
2 .okay so that’s where- \ you know,
3 it would be inferred that maybe, like,
4 my towel would just kind of insert there,
5 and it becomes like a little- (.) er, like that.
6 ((demonstrates on the model))
7 S: So, kind of merge these two into one.

(continued)

Example 7. Student backchanneling to professor’s dialogic voicing. Professor
JD, product design class.

Students have developed prototypes of a product made with recycled materials. S’s

product, made from a brown paper bag that has been cut into pieces and reassembled,

is a beach bag designed to hold a towel and other common beach items.
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In Example 7, JD’s status-deferring

mechanisms include restarts (lines 15–

16, 20, 33) and hedging (lines 3, 26).

Even while JD uses many more lower-
status interactional mechanisms than HC,

we also see interactional mechanisms asso-

ciated with higher status, including faster

speech (lines 2, 12, 21) and increased vol-

ume for emphasis (e.g., lines 5, 9, 11, 29).

The presenting student coperforms an

authority participation structure by enact-

ing lower-status speech mechanisms—
including by backchanneling that the mes-

sage has been understood (lines 10, 24,

28)—and by acknowledging JD’s floor

rights by not self-selecting at the TRPs at

the end of JD’s utterances.

Examples 6 and 7 are both joint per-

formances of dialogic status. The profes-

sor enacts an authority role through

interactional mechanisms, and the stu-
dent orients toward the professor as

higher status. If we consider only these

specific interactional mechanisms, the

classroom talk in these examples may

seem similar to traditional classroom dis-

course. Yet both HC and JD also incorpo-

rate a substantial number of status-

deferring interactional mechanisms. Pro-
fessor and student jointly perform dia-

logic status, without the appearance of

confusion, tension, or uncertainty, and

they do not display conflicting orienta-

tions toward the encounter.

(Continued)

8 JD: Yeah. Because I don’t think there’s a need for
9 more materials=

10 S: =okay
11 JD: In- this- kind of- environment already.
12 Like .I already have a lot of material here.\
13 So, like why not use what I’m going to take to
14 the beach.
15 I’m gonna take-
16 or I’m going to take (1)
17 a stowels-
18 I’m going to take something that, you know, I’m
19 going to need to dry off with anyways,
20 so let’s, let’s,
21 .let’s have that\,
22 you know, run double duty. And-(1)
23 I just kind of roll it up, (1) and (1)
24 S: Mm hm
25 JD: slide it in there,
26 smaybes.
27 [You know.]
28 S: [Yeah.]
29 JD: Um- (2) the other thing I think, (1) I think for
30 me, and-
31 I’ll just kind of throw this out to these guys
32 is-
33 The, but- but let’s just kind of bring this over
34 here
35 ((picking up the presenter’s prototype model))
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FLOOR RIGHTS: SELECTION OF

NEXT SPEAKER

In these transcript examples, students

orient toward the professor as having

floor rights, and they behave interaction-

ally in ways that project floor rights onto

the professor. For example, compared to

students, the professor leaves longer

pauses between utterances, and because

students don’t self-select, the professor

continues to hold the floor (see McHoul

1978). Yet in the dialogic frames I ana-

lyzed, the students have significantly

more floor rights than in traditional class-

rooms, as demonstrated by the student

self-selection in Example 8 below. When

a student self-selects in a professor

TRP, as in Example 8, line 5, this is

a sign of higher-status performance than

in Examples 6 and 7, where students do

not self-select.

In the studio classes I observed, the

students who are not presenting are often

invited to respond to the presenter’s work

by offering reactions and suggestions for

future work. I observed many stretches

of talk in which multiple students’ self-

selections occurred in sequence, without

professor mediation or interruption, as

in Example 8, lines 5 to 12 and lines 15

to 42. Professor JD orients toward these

self-selections by acknowledging the

students’ floor rights: he jointly partici-

pates in a peer participation structure

by backchanneling affirmation during or

in response to student utterances (lines

2, 8, 17, 25). In an authority participation

structure, in contrast, only the instructor

has the right to select the next speaker.

1 S4: (unintelligible)
2 JD: Mm-hm.
3 ((head turns to class))
4 What do you guys think about the- (.)
5 S2: Yeah. I think also like, uh, it’s a little like
6 two (.) dancing.
7 S1: Start=stop=start=stop-
8 JD: Right.
9 S4: And colorwise? What do you all like?

10 S1: I like the orange.
11 S2: I like the orange one. Orange and brown, second
12 to last one there.
13 JD: I think it just feels earthy, but fresh. You
14 know?
15 S4: Maybe that could be just you know just
16 supporting color for like the packages.
17 JD: Mm-hm. ((nods))
18 S1: ((off camera)) I mean, they all go together, for
19 sure.
20 That’s a color scheme right there that you can
21 use for your package.

(continued)

Example 8. Multiple student self-selections.

Professor JD, product design class. Many students are giving suggestions to the pre-

senter, S4. The professor and the students are all looking at S4’s sketches on the wall. The

professor’s body and head position face the wall; he does not direct eye gaze to any one

student.
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Throughout Example 8, the professor

and students jointly enact a participation

structure in which they have relatively

equal status, as indicated by four stu-

dents’ frequent self-selections: S1 at lines

7, 10, 18, and 31; S2 at lines 5 and 11; S7

at line 39; and S4 (the presenter) at lines

9, 15, and 35. As Cazden (2001) noted in

her study of classroom discourse, with

‘‘more local management of turn-taking

(Continued)

22 ((as S1 talks, professor and presenter S4 are
23 gazing at each other, while they both nod heads
24 up and down in affirmation))
25 JD: Yeah. Yeah. Mm-hm. ((nods))
26 ((4 second silence, while presenter and
27 professor gaze at the work))
28 ((S1 takes two steps from off camera, stands
29 next to work and gestures at the feature he is
30 commenting on))
31 S1: Well I like the (unintelligible) for this on is
32 in typeface inside of (unintelligible). Now that
33 makes it unique.
34 ((S1 steps back three steps, off camera again))
35 S4: I don’t know hhh, I just don’t know whether I
36 want to repeat that again. (1)
37 ((S4 briefly steps toward work, and gestures at
38 the feature being discussed))
39 S7: I feel like, uh,
40 ((points to one of S4’s logo graphics))
41 I’s ((referring to the ‘‘I’’ characters in the
42 logotype))
43 JD: I’s? Yeah. ((smiles and nods))
44 ((JD is making a subtle joke that the plural of
45 ‘‘I’’ sounds funny))
46 ((professor and student laughter, and
47 overlapping talk in background))
48 ((JD turns head to gaze at S7.))
49 JD: That’s- (.) not good. Right?
50 S7: Yeah.
51 JD: Yeah. I’m with you.
52 Are I OK with that other one?
53 ((This incorrect use of ‘‘I’’ instead of ‘‘we’’ continues the joke))
54 ((laughter from class members))
55 ((overlapping student utterances))
56 JD: .All right.\ So those are things you need to do
57 with this, too. Just tweak that up.
58 All right. Um, tell the folks what I were
59 talking about earlier, about um, the
60 (unintelligible) here, so I can see and just the
61 kind of thoughts that I had.
62 S4: Okay. So, um I wanted to upcycle it. It’s a
63 lapboard.
64 ((S4’s turn continues for 72 s.))
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by individual students at the moment of

speaking . classroom discourse becomes

more like informal conversation’’ (83). Fur-

thermore, the professor defers the floor

rights associated with the authority role

by not initiating turns at many TRPs

throughout the transcript, such as the

four-second pause in lines 26–27, which

ends with a self-selection by S1 at line 31.

Note the subtle changes in dialogic sta-

tus throughout Example 8, with the par-

ticipation structure occupying a range of

positions along the authority-peer cline.

These rapid, frequent, and unmarked

shifts indicate that JD and his students

are skilled at negotiating dialogic combi-

nations of role and status. Note the con-

trast with dialogic status performance in

Example 7, excerpted from the same class

session: in Example 7, JD holds the floor

and comments as an expert on the stu-

dent’s prototype, primarily enacting an

authority role, while also using status-

deferring mechanisms. Example 8 inverts

the balance between authority and peer:

the dialogic status is enacted primarily

as a peer relation.

Although Example 8—up to line 55—is

very close to a peer frame, the professor

still performs a higher status than the

students. For example, the transcript

begins with JD’s guiding the students

toward a specific discussion topic, at line

4: ‘‘What do you guys think about the– .’’

In addition, JD speaks a total of five

turns, more turns than any of the stu-

dents including the presenter, S4. And

the professor retains the authority to

transition the dialogic frame away from

a peer interaction, as he does in lines

56–61. JD begins line 56 by saying ‘‘All

right’’—using the high-status mecha-

nisms of emphasis and sped-up speech—

and then giving the presenter explicit

direction about what to do next. Also note

that this switch is not oriented toward as

a violation by the students; at line 62, S4

acknowledges JD’s shift away from a peer

participation structure, and orients toward

his authority moves as appropriate.

I observed this broad range of dialogic

status relations throughout JD’s class,

so I decided to gather some descriptive

statistics to examine the distribution of

floor rights throughout this class session.

Across three student pinup critiques in

JD’s studio class, a total of 44 minutes

that include both Examples 7 and 8, I

counted turns of 10 seconds or longer

(see Table 2). Ten seconds is of sufficient

length to contain multiple utterances,

each with a TRP at its completion.
The interaction patterns in JD’s

class—with professor and students hold-

ing the floor equally, and with short

speaking turns throughout—display the

characteristics associated with participa-

tory pedagogy. JD’s total talk is 1,401 sec-

onds (23:21), more than the total of all

students together (1,269 or 21:09). But

still it is barely more than half, indicating

that the class’s dialogue occupies a posi-

tion on the cline close to a peer participa-

tion structure.

Even though professor JD talks more

than all of the students combined, the stu-

dents take more turns with a duration of

more than ten seconds than the

Table 2. Total Turns and Turn Length of All Participant Types During Three Pinups of JD’s
Studio Class

Professor All Students Presenter Only Other Students

Total turns . 10 seconds 44 61 40 21
Total talk duration 1,401 1,269 904 365
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professor—61 compared to the professor’s

44 turns. Because students have more

turns of more than ten seconds, even

though their total talk time is less, this

implies either that the professor’s long

turns are much longer than the students’

or that the professor takes more and/or

longer turns that are less than ten sec-

onds. Consistent with the fact that the

presenter’s work is being discussed, the

other students take 21 long turns

whereas the presenter takes 40, almost

twice as many. These figures indicate

a relatively high equality in floor rights:

the dialogic frame is a joint performance

incorporating all students in the class,

not only the professor and the presenter.

These descriptive statistics, over 44

minutes and three pinups, provide confir-

mation that the short excerpts in Exam-

ples 7 and 8 are representative of the

class’s pedagogy.

Also interesting is the comparison of

the presenting student and the other stu-

dents (columns 3 and 4). The presenter

talks more than the other students—40

long presenter turns compared to 21

long other-student turns—and the pre-

senter’s total duration of talk is 904 sec-

onds, contrasted with 365 seconds for

those students who are not presenting.

This reflects a joint enactment of a partic-

ipation structure in which the presenter

has greater floor rights than the other

students, even as the other students

have the right to self-select with com-

ments and questions.

DISCUSSION

These findings demonstrate the complex-

ity of the interactional work used to

negotiate dialogic status in design studio

classes. Compared to instructionist class-

rooms, these professors use fewer interac-

tional mechanisms associated with an

authority role and more interactional

mechanisms associated with deference

and politeness. These mechanisms project

onto students the right to play an agen-

tive classroom role. At the same time,

these professors continue to use interac-

tional mechanisms associated with an

authority role, allowing them to guide

the unfolding collaborative flow of the

classroom.
Participatory pedagogy was interac-

tionally realized through negotiations of

dialogic status. Professors and students

jointly enacted varying blends of author-

ity and peer role performance, using

interactional mechanisms that have

been associated with status and role rela-

tions in prior studies.

These findings are consistent with, and

extend, previous empirical studies of par-

ticipatory pedagogy in a variety of school

subjects. These prior studies have found

that in the most effective classrooms, the

improvisations of collaborative knowledge

construction are guided and structured

for maximum learning. For example,

Tabak and Baumgartner (2004) observed

a biology classroom in which the teacher

shifted fluently between mentor and part-

ner speech styles and hypothesized that

the two speech styles together may have

contributed to learning more than either

one alone (423).

Dialogic status has the characteristics

that prior research has associated with

learning for creativity. Prior research

has demonstrated that the best way to

foster creative learning is not to allow

learners complete freedom to improvise

their own path; it is, rather, to guide

them in a collaborative and emergent pro-

cess of knowledge construction. Dialogic

status combines learner freedom and

instructor guidance in ways that are

aligned with this prior research.

I did not observe binary and discontin-

uous shifts between peer and authority

participation structures. Participants

quickly and smoothly modified their joint

performances as dialogic status moved
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back and forth along the cline. This indi-

cates that participants are continuously

monitoring, reproducing, and negotiating

status relations, and they are readily

able to reorient their verbal performance.

In this data set, these status shifts

were always unmarked. Participants did

not call attention to these shifts or orient

toward them as frame breaks (Goffman

1974). This suggests that dialogic status

performance is an expected and familiar

part of the pinup as a pedagogical encoun-

ter. Contrast this with an instructionist

classroom, where transitions in participa-

tion structure are often explicitly

announced by the teacher—for example,

announcing the end of a lecture and

then inviting students to participate in

a discussion.

Professors almost always initiate shifts

in dialogic status; rarely do students.

When a professor initiates a shift, even

if it occurs within a single turn of talk,

the students immediately switch to the

use of interactional mechanisms appro-

priate to this new dialogic status. Prior

studies of classroom interaction have like-

wise found that students modify their per-

formance to match the authority relation

that the professor is enacting and projec-

ting onto them (Kohnen 2013; Stevanovic

and Perakyla 2012).

In cases wherein the professor initi-

ated a shift from peer to authority rela-

tionship by switching to high-status inter-

actional mechanisms, students did not

resist the shift by continuing to orient

toward the professor as peer (as demon-

strated in Example 8 in lines 56–61).

This suggests that students are attentive

to the always-present possibility that the

professor might initiate a shift in dialogic

status toward professor as authority.

Their quick acceptance of these shifts

indicates that professors retain the

authority status associated with their

structural position in the classroom,

even during periods when they perform

status deferral through interactional

mechanisms.

I observed one type of potential conflict

between professor and students as they

negotiated dialogic status: when a profes-

sor shifted from authoritative speech to

deferred status, hence projecting a peer

role onto students, the students often con-

tinued to use interactional mechanisms

that performed lower status, even though

the professor’s status deferrals enabled

the students to shift their role perfor-

mance to that of peers. A similar pattern

was found in Forman et al. (2017), who

documented student resistance ‘‘when

the teacher began to violate the norms of

traditional instruction.’’ These research-

ers hypothesized that these instances of

instructor status deferral may have

‘‘increased students’ discomfort’’ (37).

This finding is consistent with Ridgeway

and Berger’s (1986) argument that ‘‘legit-

imate status structures’’—such as the

superior status of the professor vis-à-vis

the students—are resistant to change.

Their expectation states theory predicts

that high-status members are expected

to participate more, to be less positive

when evaluating others’ ideas, to speak

with a firmer voice tone, and to interrupt

more. For the most part, their analyses

focus on situations in which low-status

members perform as if they have higher
status than expected, but the theory also

may help to explain the finding that

high-status members have difficulty

reducing their status. Furthermore, I

did not observe encounters when students

attempted to raise their status, echoing

Ridgeway and Berger’s claim that ‘‘high

status members are freer to break group
norms than other members’’ (612).

This analysis helps to explain why par-

ticipatory pedagogy has been difficult to

implement in classrooms: the interac-

tional mechanisms used to enact dialogic

status are difficult to perform, and stu-

dents often resist the instructor’s
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attempts to enlist them as peers in class-

room interaction. The constant negotia-

tion of dialogic status requires interac-

tional skill and experience of both

professor and students. In instructionism,

in contrast, roles and status relationships

are well defined and do not have to be as

actively negotiated.

Enacting dialogic status is not only

a solo performance by the instructor. As

Jacoby and Ochs (1995) write, ‘‘reproduc-

ing and reasserting any social order

among interlocutors—whether that

order is more symmetrical or more

asymmetrical—is just as much a coordi-

nated, co-constructed interactional

achievement as is challenging that social

order’’ (178). Participatory pedagogy

requires collective action among instruc-

tor and students, and all participants
must be skilled at performing complemen-

tary status roles. Even when a teacher is

committed to participatory pedagogy,

and is skilled at deferring the authority

role, the students must jointly participate

in establishing and maintaining dialogic

status. In response to the instructor’s

status-deferring moves, they must shift
their status performance, as appropriate

to the moment, along a cline from the tra-

ditional lower-status role—projected onto

them by the institutional structure of the

school—to the more symmetrical peer sta-

tus relationship being interactionally pro-

jected onto them by the professor. A suc-

cessful classroom performance requires
the students, as well as the professor, to

master a changing balance of interac-

tional mechanisms associated with higher

and lower status.

The professors and students analyzed

here demonstrate skilled performance of

dialogic status. The transcribed encoun-

ters come off so smoothly that they might

seem to be unproblematic and easy to

enact. Yet these performances represent

a high degree of pedagogical expertise;

these six professors have an average of

11 years of university teaching experi-

ence, and most of these students have

been in art and design studio classes since

high school. When beginning instructors

haven’t mastered status deferral, or

when students are most familiar with

instructionist pedagogy and have no expe-

rience performing as a peer with the

instructor, teacher and students alike

may find it easier to revert to instruction-

ist pedagogy. Our study could contribute

to teacher professional development by

providing examples of the subtleties and

potential of participatory pedagogy using

the negotiations of dialogic status.

LIMITATIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR

FUTURE RESEARCH

A limitation of this study is that I didn’t

gather data on student learning out-

comes. As a result, I can’t make claims

about what balance of dialogic status

leads to greater student learning or

greater creativity. In future research,

one might conduct empirical studies of

how different status relationship per-

formances are related to creative learning

outcomes either by assessing the products

generated or by conducting independent

assessments of student creative thinking

skills. Yet even with such a post-

instruction assessment of student creativ-

ity, this study’s methodology would

remain a necessary contribution to a full

understanding of learning to create in

design. Our sociocultural theoretical

framework holds that ‘‘evidence that

learning is occurring or has occurred

must be found in understanding the

ways in which people collaboratively do

learning and do recognize learning as

having occurred’’ (Jordan and Henderson

1995:42), not only evaluated in separate

and summative assessments.

This study focuses on isolated encoun-

ters and does not examine the overall

learning trajectory through the entire
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semester or through a single two-week

project assignment. I chose a methodology

that allowed a deep analysis of single

pinup episodes, but the trade-off is that

this precluded a breadth of analysis

across multiple successive learning

encounters. This study could be comple-

mented by studies of how classroom talk

changes through a student’s learning tra-

jectory (see Jacoby and Ochs 1995:179).

For example, future studies might com-

pare pinup talk at the very beginning of

a project assignment with talk toward

the completion of that same assignment.

Studies of scaffolding and fading in

project-based learning suggest that learn-

ing is more effective when more structure

is provided early in a learning trajectory,

and with gradually less structure pro-

vided as students progress through their

learning trajectory. This general finding

would suggest that design pedagogy

might be more effective if the earliest

pinup encounters were more balanced

toward an authority participation struc-

ture, with dialogic status performance

gradually shifting toward a peer style of

dialogue.

Social interaction is complex, and talk

often communicates more than one

implicit social message. For example,

some of the mechanisms documented

here—such as hedging or turn-final pitch

rise—seem as if they might model for the

student some aspects of successful crea-

tivity, such as exploration, divergent

thinking, and openness to failure (also

see Sawyer 2018a). Future research could

explore the additional pedagogical func-

tions that might be accomplished by these

same interactional mechanisms.

CONCLUSION

This study examined how teachers

and students jointly enact participatory

pedagogy in which they simultaneously

perform an authority participation struc-

ture and a peer participation structure.

This study explored this research ques-

tion by documenting and analyzing talk

between instructors and students in stu-

dio classrooms in schools of art and

design. I chose this research site because

prior research has demonstrated that

the design studio is a good example of par-

ticipatory pedagogy. Because creativity is

an important learning outcome in these

classrooms, this study also has the poten-

tial to contribute to our understanding of

the classroom practices that foster learn-

ing for creativity.

I found that professor and students use

a variety of interactional mechanisms

that past research has associated with

both asymmetrical and symmetrical sta-

tus relationships. I have called this

hybrid combination of status and role per-

formance dialogic status. In the design

studio classrooms analyzed here, partici-
patory pedagogy is realized through the

enactment and continual negotiation of

dialogic status. This study contributes to

our understanding of the interactional

challenges associated with participatory

pedagogy and demonstrates how these

challenges may be negotiated successfully

through dialogic status. A better aware-
ness of these unstated and implicit class-

room social practices can potentially

help us to understand how to enact peda-

gogies that are more likely to lead to

creative learning outcomes in all school

subjects.

APPENDIX A: JEFFERSONIAN
TRANSCRIPT NOTATION

The transcription conventions used here are

based on Gail Jefferson’s notation as presented

in Sacks, Schegloff, and Jefferson (1974),

Atkinson and Heritage (1999), and Button and

Lee (1987).
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